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Under natural conditions, the visual system often sees1

a given input repeatedly. This provides an opportunity2

to optimize processing of the repeated stimuli. Stimulus3

repetition has been shown to strongly modulate neuronal-4

gamma band synchronization, yet crucial questions re-5

mained open. Here we used magnetoencephalography in 306

human subjects and find that gamma decreases across ~107

repetitions and then increases across further repetitions,8

revealing plastic changes of the activated neuronal circuits.9

Crucially, changes induced by one stimulus did not10

affect responses to other stimuli, demonstrating stimulus11

specificity. Changes partially persisted when the inducing12

stimulus was repeated after 25 minutes of intervening13

stimuli. They were strongest in early visual cortex and14

increased interareal feedforward influences. Our results15

suggest that early visual cortex gamma synchronization16

enables adaptive neuronal processing of recurring stimuli.17

These and previously reported changes might be due to18

an interaction of oscillatory dynamics with established19

synaptic plasticity mechanisms.20
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Introduction22

While moving through natural environments, organisms23

rarely encounter random and temporally independent24

visual inputs. Instead, they see environment-specific25

stimuli and stimulus categories repeatedly. A specific26

environment comes with its own distribution of probable27

edge orientations, object categories, and visual image28

statistics in general (Torralba and Oliva, 2003), and29

as organisms spend extended periods in the same30

environment, their visual input is likely to be autocorrelated31

(Dong and Atick, 1995) and self-repeating (Wilming et al.,32

2013).33

This input repetition presents an opportunity: If an34

organism manages to tune its input processing to the input35

it is presented with within short timescales, it will be able to36

process probable future inputs optimally. Several theories37

have been formulated on algorithms the visual system38

might use to achieve such tuning to the input statistics39

in the long run (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Olshausen and40

Field, 1996), but the specific implementations, as well41

as changes in input processing over short to medium42

timescales, are still a matter of active inquiry.43

Stimulus repetition has been shown to lead to a reduction44

of firing rates in stimulus-driven neurons (Desimone, 45

1996; Li et al., 1993) and a decreased hemodynamic 46

response (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Stern et al., 47

1996) in visual areas, a phenomenon generally called 48

repetition suppression. Importantly, this decrease of 49

neuronal activity does not lead to decreases in detection 50

performance. Instead, detection performance generally 51

stays stable or even improves over stimulus repetitions 52

(Fiorentini and Berardi, 1980; Grill-Spector et al., 2006). 53

But how does the brain keep or improve behavioral 54

performance with less neuronal activity? Potentially, 55

repetition suppression might specifically target neurons 56

coding for redundant, already predicted, information 57

(Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2016). Alternatively, behavior 58

might rely primarily on the neurons most responsive to the 59

repeated input, which might be exempted from repetition 60

suppression (Desimone, 1996; Homann et al., 2017) or 61

might even undergo repetition enhancement (Lim et al., 62

2015). Consistent with the latter, a further possibility 63

is that the remaining, non-suppressed neurons fire more 64

synchronously, effectively compensating for decreased 65

firing rates via increased temporal overlap between action 66

potentials (Gotts et al., 2012). 67

In area V1, such an increase in synchronous neuronal 68

firing and oscillatory power in the gamma band has been 69

reported (Brunet et al., 2014). Specifically, gamma- 70

band power in the local field potential increased with 71

the logarithm of the number of repetitions, accompanied 72

by increased V1-V4 coherence and gamma spike-field 73

locking in V4. 74

However, several questions remain open: a) Are the 75

changes in the neuronal circuits that underlie the observed 76

gamma-power increase specific to the stimulus that 77

induced them, or do they equally affect the processing 78

of other stimuli? b) Do gamma enhancements persist 79

over a time frame of several minutes and the intervening 80

presentation of other stimuli, or do they vanish quickly? 81

c) Does repetition-related gamma enhancement exist in 82

humans and for untrained, novel stimuli? 83

In this study, we recorded source-localized (Gross et al., 84

2001; Van Veen et al., 1997) MEG in 30 participants 85

while they were presented with a continuous sequence 86

of repeated oriented gratings. Four different oriented 87

gratings were each shown 120 times, such that the 88

presented grating orientation switched every 120 trials 89
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Figure 1. Task design (A) Each trial
started when gaze fixation was attained.
A grey background was shown as a one-
second baseline, followed by a central grating
(diameter = 22.9 deg). Between 0.3-
2.0 seconds after grating onset, a contrast
decrement and a small rotation were applied
to the grating. The subject needed to
report the rotation direction using a button
press. Upon button press, a smiley was
shown regardless of accuracy. Afterwards,
a new trial was initiated. (B) The per-
trial grating orientation followed a blocked
ABCDA-pattern: 120 trials each of one of four
possible orientations were shown, followed
by another 120 trials of the orientation shown
in the first block. There was no break or
change of any kind between the blocks.

without any change or break between the stimulus90

blocks. Afterwards, 120 further presentations of the first91

orientation were presented to test for persistence of the92

gamma enhancement developed during the first stimulus93

block. We found that the repetition-related gamma94

enhancement effect is clearly present in humans, is95

stimulus-specific, and persists over time and deadaptation.96

Results97

Stimuli as well as trial and session structure are illustrated98

in Figure 1. In short, subjects initiated each trial by fixating99

a central fixation spot. After a baseline (1 s), a central100

static grating with one of four possible orientations (22.5°,101

67.5°, 112.5° or 157.5° from the horizontal) was shown.102

After a period of 0.3-2 s, the grating changed orientation by103

up to 0.9 degrees, while decreasing in contrast. Subjects104

were required to report the direction of the orientation105

change. Each grating orientation was repeated for 120106

trials in a blocked fashion (blocks A-D). After those blocks,107

the oriented grating of the first block was repeated again108

for another 120 trials (block A2). Except for the change in109

grating orientation, there was no change or break between110

the blocks.111

To investigate how behavioral and neuronal responses112

(“responses of interest”, e.g. gamma power, event-113

related field amplitude/ERFs) were affected by stimulus114

repetition, while controlling for other factors, we fitted115

separate random intercept linear regression models to116

each response of interest over all subjects. Each117

used the same independent variables (stimulus-specific118

repetition number, general trial number, microsaccade119

rate, and further covariates, see Methods). As several120

of these responses showed different trajectories over121

repetitions 1-10 versus over all repetitions (for example122

an early decrease and an overall increase), we fitted two123

overlapping predictors for repetitions 1-10 and repetitions124

1-120.125

To analyze how early and late changes in different126

behavioral and neuronal responses correlated with each 127

other, we fitted per-subject linear regression models to the 128

responses of interest (separately for repetitions 1-10 and 129

11-120, as overlapping trajectories cannot be disentangled 130

on a per-subject basis), using the same independent 131

variables as above. Subsequently, the per-subject 132

repetition-number coefficients were correlated between 133

the behavioral and neuronal responses of interest. 134

Subjects show valid, stable behavior 135

Subjects were able to distinguish the orientation change 136

direction with a mean reaction time of 484 ms (CI95% = 137

[461ms 510ms], all confidence intervals based on boot- 138

strap procedures) and an above-chance accuracy of 69 % 139

(CI95% = [63% 74%], p < 4 ∗ 10−7). Accuracy was 140

not modulated by stimulus repetition number, total trial 141

number, the repetition block, or the beginning of a new 142

block (all p > 0.05). 143

By contrast, reaction times sped up by 15 ms over the 144

first ten presentations of an orientation block (CI95% = 145

[6ms 24ms], p < 2 ∗ 10−3) and then showed a small 146

slowing of 0.1 ms per stimulus repetition (CI95% = 147

[0.05ms 0.20ms], p < 2 ∗ 10−3). The effects of total trial 148

number and the repeat block (A2) on reaction times were 149

small: a speed increase of -0.07 ms/trial over the whole 150

experiment (CI95% = [−0.09ms −0.05ms], p < 2∗10−13), 151

and slower reaction times of 12 ms during the repeat block 152

(CI95% = [3ms 19ms], p < 5 ∗ 10−3). Changes in reaction 153

times and accuracy were not correlated to changes in 154

gamma power over subjects (see below). 155

Stimuli induced gamma responses in visual areas 156

As expected, grating stimuli produced robust responses 157

in visual areas: Dipoles in V1/V2 showed a clear visual 158

ERF and a stimulus-driven gamma-band response (Figure 159

2A-D, S1C-D). The gamma-band response was strongest 160

in areas V1 and V2 and extended into temporal and 161

parietal lobes (Figure 2E). Furthermore, a stimulus- 162

driven decrease in source-localized alpha and beta power 163
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Figure 2. Stimulus-induced ERF and gamma-band response in visual cortex (A) Each violet dot shows the selected dipole with the strongest
visually induced gamma of one subject. Black-to-white shading indicates areas V1, V2, V3, V3A, and V4. All selected dipoles were located in areas
V1 or V2. All analyses referring to activity in V1/V2 used the MEG data projected into these dipoles. (B) Average V1/V2 magnetic dipole moment in
response to stimulus onset. (C) Average stimulus-induced power change in V1/V2, calculated as per-trial power from 0.3-1.3 s post-stimulus divided
by average power during the 1 s baseline. Error bars in (B-C) show 95% confidence intervals based on a bootstrap across subjects. (D) Average
stimulus-induced power change in V1/V2 as a function of time and frequency. In (C,D), power values from 1-20 Hz (below the grey bar) were computed
using Hann tapering, power values of higher frequencies were computed using multi-tapering and line noise was removed using DFT filters. (E) Average
stimulus-induced gamma-power change (individual gamma peak ±10 Hz), source projected to all cortical dipoles. Values are significance-masked using
a tmax-corrected permutation test.

could be seen in temporal/parietal and parietal/frontal164

areas, respectively (Figure S1). Frequency bands165

were determined (Haller et al., 2018) based on subject-166

individual spectra of stimulus-induced power changes, if167

possible (see Methods for details).168

Stimulus repetition induces early decreases and later169

increases in gamma power that are both stimulus-170

specific171

The strength of the gamma-band response (measured172

as gamma power during stimulation/gamma power173

during trial-mean baseline) changed across repeated174

presentations of the same stimulus (Figure 3A). Across175

the first ten stimulus repetitions after a stimulus-block start,176

gamma dropped by 30.8 pp (percentage points) (CI95% =177

[22.4pp 38.75pp], p < 2 ∗ 10−14); We will refer to this as178

the early gamma-power decrease. In addition, over all179

repetitions, gamma continually increased with repetitions180

by about 0.40 pp/repetition of a specific stimulus (CI95% =181

[0.33pp 0.46pp], p < 2 ∗ 10−16), which corresponds to182

an average increase of 48 pp over the 120 presented183

repetitions; We will refer to this as the gamma-power184

increase. When the visual stimulus was switched at the185

beginning of a new block, this pattern of early decrease 186

and subsequent increase repeated. This demonstrates 187

that these repetition-related gamma changes were specific 188

to the repeated stimulus, because block boundaries were 189

only constituted by switches in stimulus orientation. 190

In addition, we observed a stimulus-unspecific effect of 191

trial number: The strength of the gamma-band response 192

increased with total trial number by about 0.07 pp/total trial 193

number (CI95% = [0.06pp 0.09pp], p < 2 ∗ 10−16), which 194

corresponds to an average increase of 44 pp over the total 195

600 trials of the experiment. 196

Furthermore, the gamma-power enhancement across 197

stimulus repetitions partially persisted over more than 25 198

minutes of intervening presentation of other orientations: 199

Induced gamma power during block A2 was on average a 200

further 7.80 pp above the level predicted by all other factors 201

(including total trial number, CI95% = [0.90pp 14.87pp], 202

p= 0.024, Figure 3C). 203

Both the early decrease in gamma power and the gamma- 204

power increase source-localized to visual cortical areas 205

and were strongest in V1, V2, V3, and V4 (Figure 3F-G; 206

for sensor-level analysis, see Figure S1C, Figure S2C- 207

D). The repetition-related increase was specific to the 208
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Figure 3. Repetition effects on gamma power and peak frequency are stimulus-specific (A) Stimulus-induced gamma power in V1/V2, on a
per-trial basis. (B) Peak frequency of stimulus-induced gamma in V1/V2, on a per-trial basis. Values in (A-B) were z-scored within subjects. (C) Within-
subject differences in stimulus-induced V1/V2 gamma power between the second and the first block of a given oriented grating (A2 minus A). Note that
induced gamma power also showed an increase with stimulus-independent trial number, which is controlled for in the regression model presented in
Results. In (A-C), the average and the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals were computed using a five-trial-wide running window. (D) Stimulus-induced
power-change spectra in V1/V2 during the 120 presentations of a given stimulus, plotted in sequential 20-presentation bins. Power values from 1-20
Hz (left of the grey bar) were computed using Hann tapering, power values of higher frequencies were computed using multi-tapering. Line noise
was removed using DFT filters. (E) For each frequency, a linear regression across repetitions was fit to the per-trial visually-induced power change in
V1/V2 during the late trials (trials 11-120). Average slope and 95% bootstrap CI over subjects is shown. The corresponding analysis for the early trials
(trials 1-10) is shown in Figure S2C. (F) Spatial distribution of the early gamma power decrease: For each cortical dipole, a regression line was fit to
induced gamma power as a function of stimulus repetitions 1-10. Subject-averaged slopes (significance-masked, tmax-corrected) are shown. (G) Spatial
distribution of the late gamma increase: For each cortical dipole, a regression line was fit to induced gamma power as a function of stimulus repetitions
11-120. Subject-averaged slopes (significance-masked, tmax-corrected) are shown.

gamma band (Figure 3D-E). Furthermore, it was specific209

to the trial epoch with visually induced gamma: Power210

in the gamma-band during the pre-stimulus baseline did211

not show an association with stimulus repetition number212

(p= 0.36, Figure S2A).213

We controlled for changes in the rate of microsaccades214

(MSs). The MS rate had been included as a covariate in215

the gamma-power regression, which revealed that a higher216

MS rate was not significantly associated with stronger 217

gamma power (p = 0.17). Furthermore, MS rate did 218

not change with stimulus repetition number (p = 0.66) 219

and slightly decreased with total trial number by 0.0004 220

sac/s/trial (CI95% = [−0.0005 − 0.0002], p < 2 ∗ 10−3, 221

Figure S2B). These observations together show that the 222

gamma-power increase could not have been driven by 223

changes in MS rate. 224
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The per-subject magnitude of changes in gamma power225

over both the first ten stimulus repetitions and over226

later stimulus repetitions was related neither to the per-227

subject magnitude of changes in accuracy over early or228

late stimulus repetitions nor to the per-subject magnitude229

of changes in reaction time over early or late stimulus230

repetitions (all p > 0.22).231

Gamma frequency mirrors gamma-power increase,232

but shows no early decrease233

The repetition of a given stimulus affected not only234

gamma power but also gamma peak frequency (Figure 3B,235

determined per-subject, per-trial). Gamma peak frequency236

increased with stimulus repetitions by 0.05 Hz/repetition237

of a specific stimulus (CI95% = [0.04Hz 0.06Hz], p <238

2 ∗ 10−16), which corresponds to an average increase239

of 6 Hz over the 120 presented repetitions. The first240

ten repetitions, which had shown a distinct decrease241

for gamma power, did not show any significant changes242

for gamma peak frequency (p = 0.19). In addition, we243

observed a stimulus-unspecific effect of trial number, in244

which the gamma peak frequency decreased with trial245

number by about 0.01 Hz/total trial number (CI95% =246

[0.008Hz 0.013Hz], p < 4 ∗ 10−15), which corresponds to247

an average decrease of 6 Hz over the 600 total trials of248

the experiment. The gamma peak frequency increase249

over stimulus repetitions partially persisted from block A250

to A2: Gamma peak frequency during block A2 was a251

further 3.2 Hz above the level predicted by all other factors252

(CI95% = [2.10Hz 4.32Hz], p < 2∗10−8).253

Pupil constriction shows early decrease and then254

stabilizes255

The switch of stimuli between blocks might have induced256

a change in arousal. Arousal can be assessed by257

measuring pupil size. With the stimuli used here, stimulus258

presentations led to reliable pupil constrictions, as induced259

by the pupillary light reflex. Pupil constriction (the260

difference between pupil size before stimulus onset and261

0.5 s - 1.2 s after stimulus onset, Figure 4A, Figure S4A)262

decreased over the first ten repetitions (p < 3 ∗ 10−10),263

but was not influenced by further stimulus repetitions264

(p = 0.68, Figure 4B C) nor total trial number (p = 0.64).265

The per-subject changes in pupil constriction (averaged266

over blocks) were correlated to the per-subject changes267

in induced gamma power (averaged over blocks) with268

stimulus repetition over the first ten repetitions of each269

stimulus, i.e. during the early gamma-power decrease270

(rSpearman = 0.45, p= 0.013), but not over all repetitions,271

i.e. during the gamma-power increase (p = 0.20). Thus,272

during the first ten repetitions, across subjects, larger273

reductions in pupil constriction were accompanied by274

larger reductions in gamma.275

Event-related fields show slow stimulus-specific de- 276

creases 277

Source-reconstructed event-related fields (ERFs) in V1/V2 278

showed changes similar to the later gamma-power 279

increase, but opposite in sign. ERFs showed a prominent 280

short-latency component at 55-70 ms post-stimulus- 281

onset, which we refer to as C1, and a longer-latency 282

component at 90-180 ms post-stimulus-onset, which we 283

refer to as C2. The per-trial magnitudes of both C1 284

and C2 decreased with stimulus repetition (Figure 4D, 285

Figure S4B-C). Specifically, both C1 and C2 showed a 286

stimulus-specific decrease in magnitude during the first ten 287

repetitions of a stimulus (C1: p < 5 ∗ 10−5, C2: p = 0.03) 288

and over further stimulus repetitions (C1: p = 0.001, C2: 289

p < 2 ∗ 10−16) above and beyond a stimulus-unspecific 290

decrease in magnitude over trial numbers, which occurred 291

only for C2 (C2: p < 2 ∗ 10−9); for C1 the CI95% 292

included 0). As for gamma power, this repetition effect 293

persisted over time: Both C1 and C2 showed a decreased 294

magnitude during the repetition block A2, beyond the level 295

predicted by all other factors (C1: p = 0.001, C2: p = 296

0.015). 297

Over the first ten repetitions of a given stimulus, both 298

ERF magnitude and gamma power showed decreases. 299

Over the remaining repetitions of a given stimulus, ERF 300

magnitude showed further decreases, while gamma power 301

showed increases. While the changes in C1 component 302

magnitude did not correlate across subjects with the 303

changes in gamma power during early (p = 0.30) or 304

late (p = 0.19) stimulus repetitions, the changes in C2 305

component magnitude did correlate across subjects with 306

the changes in gamma power during early (rSpearman = 307

0.38, p = 0.038) and late (rSpearman = −0.55, p = 0.002) 308

stimulus repetitions. 309

Granger causality in the gamma band increases 310

with stimulus repetition, especially for feedforward 311

connections 312

Previous studies in macaques and humans found that 313

Granger causality (GC) between cortical areas in the 314

gamma band is stronger in the anatomically defined 315

feedforward direction, whereas GC in the alpha-beta band 316

is stronger in the feedback direction (Bastos et al., 2015; 317

Michalareas et al., 2016). We repeated the core analysis 318

of Michalareas et al. (2016) for the present dataset and 319

found a similar pattern of results (Figure 5A B; Figure S5). 320

The above-described effects of stimulus repetition on 321

gamma might be accompanied by corresponding changes 322

in Granger causality. The analysis of MEG source- 323

level GC requires a sufficient number of data points. 324

Therefore, we compared GC computed over trials 11-50 325

(i.e. excluding the first ten trials showing the early gamma- 326

power decrease) with GC computed over trials 81-120. 327

Figure 5A-B shows two example interareal GC spectra 328

with repetition-related increases in feedforward gamma 329

GC. Across all area pairs, significant GC changes with 330
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Figure 4. Repetition effects on pupil con-
striction and ERF (A) Average pupil size as a
function of time post stimulus onset, z-scored
relative to the baseline. A pupillary light reflex to
the luminance increase at stimulus onset can be
seen. All pupil plots exclude block A, because
pupil size at the beginning of the experiment was
confounded by slow adaptation to the projector
illumination (see Figure S4A). (B) Same as (A), but
averaged for bins of 20 stimulus repetitions each.
(C) Blue: Per-repetition average pupil constriction
(defined as the per-trial difference between mean
pupil size during the 300 ms baseline period
and the 0.5 -1.2 s post-stimulus period, z-scored
within subjects). Violet: Per-repetition stimulus-
induced gamma power change in V1/V2 (z-scored
within subjects), for comparison. The average
and the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals were
computed using a five-trial-wide running window.
(D) Magnetic dipole moment in V1/V2 in response
to stimulus onset, averaged for bins of 20 stimulus
repetitions each.

stimulus repetition were strongly clustered in the gamma331

band, while no significant changes in the alpha-beta band332

were found (Figure 5C). Correspondingly, we focused the333

following analyses on the gamma band.334

The estimation of the GC metric can be affected by the335

signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the respective sources.336

One conservative test of GC directionality time-reverses337

the involved signals, which leaves the SNRs unchanged,338

but reverses temporal relations (Haufe et al., 2012).339

Therefore, GC directionality that switches upon time340

reversal is most likely not due to SNR differences. In341

the following, we report only repetition-related effects that342

were significant before time reversal and significant, with343

opposite directionality, after time reversal (Vinck et al.,344

2015).345

With stimulus repetition, across all between-area pairs,346

feedforward gamma GC increased from V1 to V2/V3/V4,347

and from V3/V3AB/V4 to several areas further up the348

dorsal and ventral streams (Figure 5D-E). Feedback GC349

onto areas V1-V4 also increased. Across all significant350

repetition-related GC changes, feedforward connections351

increased more strongly than feedback ones (Figure352

5F, p < 0.001). We considered whether the observed353

changes in gamma GC were purely driven by changes354

in gamma power. The respective gamma-power changes355

(calculated similarly to the GC changes) are shown as356

a colored vertical bar to the right of Figure 5E. As can357

be seen, gamma-power changes tended to decrease with358

hierarchical level. By contrast, gamma-GC changes were359

strongest for GC that originated from intermediate levels360

and was directed to high levels. Furthermore, gamma-361

GC changes remained significantly above zero when we 362

regressed out gamma-power changes in both areas of the 363

area pairs (CI95% = [0.0005 0.0010], p < 2 ∗ 10−6). This 364

demonstrates that the changes in gamma GC were not 365

purely driven by changes in the signal-to-noise ratio of the 366

gamma band. 367

Low-frequency baseline power increases with time- 368

on-task, independent of stimulation 369

As described before (Benwell et al., 2019), baseline power 370

in the subject-specific alpha-band increased with trial 371

number (Figure S6, p < 2 ∗ 10−16), independent of the 372

stimulus. 373

Discussion 374

In summary, repeated presentations of a visual stimulus 375

induced gamma-band activity in early and intermediate 376

visual areas that decreased over the initial ten repetitions 377

and subsequently increased over further repetitions. 378

Crucially, when stimuli were switched, this pattern 379

repeated. This strongly suggests that the changes in the 380

neuronal circuits that underlie the observed gamma-power 381

increase are specific to the repeated stimulus and do not 382

equally affect the processing of other stimuli. Gamma peak 383

frequency increased over repetitions and did not show 384

distinct changes for the first few repetitions. The stimulus- 385

specific increases in gamma power and frequency with 386

repetitions showed a stimulus-specific memory effect, 387

in the sense that some enhancement persisted over 388

25 minutes of stimulation with different stimuli. This 389
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Figure 5. Repetition effects on GC are strongest for gamma in the feedforward direction (A) Bivariate GC spectra between areas V1 and V4
(FF = feedforward, i.e. V1-to-V4, FB = feedback, i.e. V4-to-V1). GC was separately computed for early repetitions (trials 11-50, i.e. after the early
gamma decrease) and late repetitions (trials 81-120). Error regions reflect 95% CIs. Inferential statistics are based on a non-parametric permutation
test cluster-corrected for multiple comparisons across frequencies (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). Horizontal green bar indicates significant cluster for
FF GC. (B) Same analysis as in (A), but for areas V4 and IPS1, with feedforward being V4-to-IPS1 and feedback being IPS1-to-V4. (C) Total number
of per-frequency significant differences between late and early repetition GC spectra between all areas (green = feedforward, grey = feedback). (D)
All areas used for the analysis, plotted onto a semi-inflated average cortical surface. Area and surface definitions were taken from the HCP MMP1.0
atlas (Glasser et al., 2016a). (E) Changes in gamma GC from early to late trials, separately for the feedforward direction (upper matrix half, enclosed
by green triangle) and the feedback direction (lower matrix half, enclosed by grey triangle). Non-significant matrix entries are grey masked. To be
considered significant, matrix entries had to pass a tmax-corrected-corrected paired permutation test including time-reversal testing (Haufe et al., 2012).
Inset right: Changes in gamma power for each brain area from early to late repetitions (significance based on a tmax-corrected paired permutation
test; non-significant areas are grey masked). (F) The analysis of (E) was repeated per subject, and for the individually significant matrix entries, GC
changes were averaged, separately for the feedforward (x-axis) and feedback (y-axis) direction; each dot corresponds to one subject. Across subjects,
repetition-related GC changes were larger in the feedforward than the feedback direction (p < 0.001).
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suggests that the repetition-driven network changes are390

at least partially persistent. Furthermore, gamma-band391

Granger causality increased with stimulus repetitions,392

especially from early visual areas in the anatomically393

defined feedforward direction. In addition, the magnitude394

of early ERF components decreased linearly with stimulus395

repetitions.396

The repetition-related changes occurred over two different397

timescales, potentially indicative of two distinct but co-398

occurring processes. Over the first ten stimulus repe-399

titions, gamma power and pupil constriction decreased,400

and the slopes of their decreases were correlated across401

subjects. Over the remaining repetitions, gamma power402

increased continuously, while pupil constriction remained403

at the lower level. This pattern of changes is consistent404

with the superposition of an exponential decay, seen in405

gamma power and pupil constriction, with a slow and406

steady increase, seen in gamma power. In support of407

this scenario, two other parameters of neuronal activity408

showed such changes over all repetitions of a given409

stimulus: Gamma peak frequency steadily increased,410

and the magnitude of an early ERF component steadily411

decreased.412

By extending existing research on gamma repetition413

enhancement from non-human primate local field potential414

recordings to human source-localized MEG, we could415

show remarkable similarities between gamma-band ac-416

tivities and their repetition-related changes, measurable417

in both species and recording techniques - see the418

companion paper (Peter et al., 2020). Notably, the existing419

studies with animals are limited to two to four subjects and420

thereby to an inference on those samples, whereas the421

present MEG study recorded from 30 subjects and thereby422

allowed an inference on the population.423

Analyzing MEG recordings in source space suffers from424

uncertainties in spatial localization. Nevertheless, careful425

head stabilization and exclusion of participants with426

excessive head movements, as implemented in this427

study, enables a spatial resolution between 0.45 mm-7 mm428

(Nasiotis et al., 2017). When analyzing Granger causality,429

it is important to stress that GC does not necessarily imply430

the existence of true neuronal interactions between time431

series, but merely implies predictability of one dipole time432

series by another (Kispersky et al., 2011). Additionally,433

common noise and field spread in signals analyzed using434

GC can lead to spurious inferred connectivity, which can,435

however, be mostly alleviated using time-reversal-testing,436

as used in this study (Haufe et al., 2012; Vinck et al., 2015).437

Strong neuronal responses to unexpected stimuli438

In our recordings, the first trial of each block showed strong439

induced gamma power, followed by a decrease over the440

following nine trials. As subjects had not been informed441

about the different orientations, their blocked order, or442

the block length, stimulus switches were unexpected.443

Furthermore, as grating stimuli were not shown during444

training and subjects were recruited from the general445

public, grating stimuli were mostly novel. Unexpected and 446

novel stimuli have been shown to induce stronger neuronal 447

responses in early visual cortex: In an fMRI paradigm, 448

subjects showed hemodynamic response increases in V1 449

when a presented grating had a different orientation to 450

the one expected by the subjects (Kok et al., 2016). In 451

an MEG study, in which subjects learned that presented 452

visual stimuli followed a specific stimulus sequence, the 453

occipital cortex showed stronger activation when the 454

expected stimulus sequence was violated or when stimuli 455

were presented that the subjects were not familiar with 456

(Manahova et al., 2018). 457

Unexpected stimuli likely engage mechanisms of attention 458

and/or arousal, which can be gauged by measuring pupil 459

size. Pupil diameter has been linked to arousal in several 460

studies (de Gee et al., 2017; Peinkhofer et al., 2019). Pupil 461

dilation can best be used in studies that avoid changes 462

in stimulus luminance. Paradigms including luminance 463

increases, as used here, induce pupil constrictions, 464

referred to as the pupillary light reflex, which can also 465

be influenced by arousal, attention and stimulus novelty 466

(Naber et al., 2013; Binda et al., 2013). In our data, pupil 467

constrictions were strong on initial stimulus presentation, 468

decreasing over the first ten repetitions and remaining low 469

for further repetitions. Gamma power showed correlated 470

dynamics for the inital 10 presentations of a given stimulus, 471

but showed increases for further repetitions. This is 472

consistent with a scenario in which stimulus novelty leads 473

to strong gamma and pupil responses for the initial 474

presentation of a stimulus and the rapid decline thereafter, 475

and other mechanisms lead to the steady increase in 476

gamma for later repetitions. 477

In the present study, the late increases brought gamma 478

power approximately back to the level of the first few 479

repetitions in a block. This initial level might therefore 480

be interpreted as the maximal possible level, which is 481

lost during early repetitions and slowly regained during 482

later repetitions. However, data obtained with invasive 483

recordings in macaque monkeys show that the gamma- 484

power decrease during early trials can be strongly 485

exceeded by the increase during later trials (Brunet et al., 486

2014; Peter et al., 2020). 487

Firing rate repetition effects in early visual cortex 488

Firing rates in early visual cortex decrease with both 489

stimulus repetitions over neighboring trials and stimulus 490

familiarization over days to months. In the companion 491

study in macaque V1, the across-trial repetition of natural 492

stimuli induced strong firing rate decreases (from ~50 493

ms post stimulus onset) over the first few repetitions as 494

well as smaller (but continuous and linear) firing rate 495

decreases over further repetitions (Peter et al., 2020). 496

In macaque V4, firing rates have also been found to 497

decrease continuously over 600 repetitions of a small 498

number of similar stimuli during the same session (Brunet 499

et al., 2014), as well as between the first and immediately 500

following second presentation of a given stimulus (Wang 501
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et al., 2011). In mouse V1, such a within-session502

repetition-driven decrease in neuronal activity, measured503

using calcium imaging, occurred as a sparsification of504

the neuronal response: While most measured neurons505

decreased their activity with repetitions, a small set of506

strongly-driven neurons stayed continually active even507

after repetitions (Homann et al., 2017).508

Similar effects have also been found when animals were509

familiarized with a set of stimuli over multiple days and510

were then shown both the stimuli they were familiarized511

with, as well as novel stimuli. In macaque V2, firing rate512

responses were smaller for familiar than for novel images513

from 100 ms post stimulus onset (Huang et al., 2018).514

Such decreases in neuronal responses with familiarity515

have also been linked to response sparsification: When516

macaques were trained to identify grating orientations over517

several months, tuning curves of V1 neurons responsive518

to orientations close to the trained orientation steepened519

at the trained orientation (Schoups et al., 2001). In large520

populations of neurons recorded in macaque IT, putative521

excitatory neurons showed higher selectivity to images522

the monkeys had been familiarized with over months523

compared to novel images (Lim et al., 2015; Woloszyn and524

Sheinberg, 2012).525

Gamma repetition effects in early visual cortex of526

primates527

Studies measuring gamma-band responses in early visual528

cortex over stimulus repetitions generally reported gamma529

power decreases over a single repetition or prolonged530

exposure paradigms, and gamma power and frequency531

increases over higher repetition numbers. In anesthetized532

macaque V1, when the neuronal response to an oriented533

grating stimulus was adapted by presentation for 40 s (plus534

additional top-up presentations), a subsequent display535

of the same orientation induced weaker gamma power,536

whereas other orientations induced stronger gamma537

power (Jia et al., 2011). In addition, decreases in538

broadband gamma power but increases in broadband539

gamma spike-field locking with one-shot adaptation have540

also been recorded in awake macaque V4, and have been541

hypothesized to be driven by synaptic depression (Wang542

et al., 2011). In a human MEG and fMRI study, the second543

presentation of familiar visual stimuli induced weaker544

gamma-band power and weaker hemodynamic responses545

in early visual areas than the first one (Friese et al., 2012).546

A study of macaque V1 and V4 activity (Brunet et al.,547

2014), using up to 600 repetitions of few similar grating548

stimuli, found that LFP gamma power and frequency549

in both areas, and their coherence, increased with the550

logarithm of repetition number. Furthermore, stimulus551

repetition also affected gamma spike-field locking in V4:552

For putative interneurons, it increased, and for putative553

pyramidal cells, there was a positive relation between554

their stimulus drivenness and the slope of repetition-555

related changes in locking. The companion paper to the556

one presented here investigated repetition-related gamma557

increases in macaque V1 and found that they are also 558

specific to the repeated stimulus, have some persistence 559

and generalize to natural stimuli (Peter et al., 2020). 560

Repetition-related increases in the characteristic 561

rhythms of other modalities and organisms 562

Changes in LFP power with stimulus repetition have also 563

been reported in other organisms and sensory domains: 564

In the locust antennal lobe, odor repetition decreased 565

firing of excitatory neurons to a limited set of reliably firing 566

neurons and increased power and spike-field locking in the 567

dominant odor-driven LFP oscillation (the beta band) in a 568

stimulus-specific fashion (Bazhenov et al., 2005; Stopfer 569

and Laurent, 1999). In the rat, odor-driven gamma-band 570

oscillations in the olfactory bulb and the orbitofrontal cortex 571

also increased with odor repetition during task learning 572

(Beshel et al., 2007; van Wingerden et al., 2010). 573

Potential mechanism of late gamma increase as local 574

circuit learning 575

Oscillatory neuronal activity can interact with Hebbian 576

spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP). This can for 577

example lead to changes in synaptic weights between 578

excitatory neurons (E-E) that enhance their temporal 579

synchronization and establish excitatory cell assemblies 580

(Arthur and Boahen, 2006; Cassenaer and Laurent, 2007; 581

Suri and Sejnowski, 2002) as well as shorten oscillatory 582

cycles (Börgers, 2017). However, changes in E-E synaptic 583

weights would not explain the observed decreases in firing 584

rates and ERFs and increases in inhibitory gamma locking 585

(reported here; Peter et al., 2020; Brunet et al., 2014). We 586

would like to speculate on a possible neuronal mechanism 587

consistent with these findings as well as the reported 588

increases in gamma power, frequency, and interareal 589

gamma coherence (Figure 6). 590

When visual stimulation induces gamma-band activity in 591

awake primate V1 (Brunet et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2011; 592

Kreiter and Singer, 1992; Uran et al., 2020), the resulting 593

gamma cycles contain systematic sequences: The better 594

a neuron is driven by a given stimulus, the earlier it 595

spikes in the gamma cycle (Fries et al., 2007; Vinck et al., 596

2010; Havenith et al., 2011; König et al., 1995). This is 597

likely due to the fact that the gamma cycle contains a 598

characteristic sequence of excitation and inhibition (Atallah 599

and Scanziani, 2009; Csicsvari et al., 2003; Hasenstaub 600

et al., 2005; Vinck et al., 2013). Excitation triggers 601

inhibition, and when inhibition decays, the most driven 602

neurons are the first to overcome inhibition and spike. 603

Their spiking leads to a new rise in inhibition, and only 604

sufficiently driven neurons spike before the rising inhibition 605

prevents the least driven neurons from spiking at all 606

(de Almeida et al., 2009). Thus, on average, the most 607

driven excitatory neurons (Estrong) spike first, followed 608

by spiking of local inhibitory neurons (Ilocal), while less 609

driven excitatory neurons (Eweak) spike during and after 610

the inhibitory neurons, if at all. This sets up an Estrong- 611

Ilocal-Eweak spiking sequence. 612
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Figure 6. Illustration of a potential neuronal mechanism of repetition-
induced gamma changes (A) Tuning curves of four example excitatory
neurons (colored lines) and the drive they receive (colored arrows) for a
stimulus of a given orientation (shown above the panel). (B) Local average
excitatory inputs (black solid curve) and inhibitory inputs (grey dashed
curve), adapted from Salkoff et al. (2015), during a gamma cycle. Inhibitory
inputs systematically lag excitatory inputs by a few milliseconds. Colored
vertical lines indicate mean spike times of the four example neurons, color-
coded according to A. Their spike latencies during the gamma cycle are
determined by their stimulus drive (Vinck et al., 2010). (C) A Hebbian
STDP kernel, aligned to the average time of inhibitory neuron spiking.
As can be seen, the relative E-I spike timing between strongly driven
excitatory neurons and the inhibitory neuron pool induces increases of E-
to-I synaptic weights, while the relative E-I spike timing between weakly
driven excitatory neurons and the inhibitory neuron pool induces decreases
of E-to-I synaptic weights. Note that the spike times shown in (B) are
illustrations of the mean spike times of the respective neurons during the
gamma cycle, whereas experimentally observed spike time distributions
show substantial cycle-by-cycle variability. Thereby, for the two neurons
with the strongest (yellow) and weakest (blue) drive, spike times occur
almost exclusively during the positive or negative part of the STDP kernel,
respectively. By contrast, for the neuron with the second-strongest drive
(red), spike times mostly overlap with the positive part, yet also partly
with the negative part of the STDP kernel, and the reverse holds for
the neuron with the second-weakest drive (purple). (D) The proposed
mechanism should result in a modified E-I dynamic: Strengthened synaptic
weights from strongly driven excitatory neurons to the inhibitory neuron
pool accelerate the excitation-driven inhibition, thereby shortening the
gamma cycle and increasing MUA-LFP gamma locking. (E) The proposed
mechanism strengthens synaptic weights from strongly driven excitatory
neurons to the local inhibitory interneuron pool. Furthermore, it strengthens
inhibitory synaptic weights from the local inhibitory interneuron pool to the
more weakly driven excitatory neurons.

If two neurons spike for some time with a systematic613

temporal relationship, this can lead to changes in their614

mutual synaptic inputs, a phenomenon referred to as spike615

timing-dependent plasticity (STDP; Caporale and Dan,616

2008; Hennequin et al., 2017). The precise pattern of617

synaptic strengthening and weakening as a function of618

the relative spike timing varies across neuron types and619

brain areas (Hennequin et al., 2017). One well-established620

pattern is referred to as Hebbian STDP: Synapses from621

the leading neuron spiking few milliseconds before the622

lagging neuron are strengthened, whereas synapses in623

the other direction are weakened. This pattern has e.g.624

been described for synapses of excitatory neurons onto625

inhibitory neurons in rat visual cortex (Huang et al., 2013).626

This Hebbian STDP, together with the abovementioned627

Estrong-Ilocal-Eweak sequence during gamma cycles, would628

lead to a strengthening of the synapses from Estrong to629

Ilocal, and to a weakening of the synapses from Eweak630

to Ilocal. Note that the timescales of spike sequences631

in the gamma cycle and of spike relationships leading632

to STDP are in reasonably good agreement. For633

synapses of inhibitory neurons onto excitatory neurons,634

the described STDP patterns are overall more diverse.635

Yet, a Hebbian-type I-to-E STDP has been found in rat636

entorhinal cortex (Haas et al., 2006). Together with the 637

gamma-related Estrong-Ilocal-Eweak sequence, this could 638

lead to strengthening of synapses from Ilocal to Eweak and 639

weakening of synapses from Ilocal to Estrong. 640

Through this interplay between the gamma cycle and 641

STDP, the activation of Estrong neurons during the repeated 642

presentation of a given stimulus would increase the impact 643

of Estrong onto Ilocal neurons. Estrong spiking would trigger 644

Ilocal spiking with more efficiency and shorter latency, 645

leading to stronger and earlier Ilocal spiking, and thereby 646

more gamma-locked Ilocal spiking. This could explain 647

the observed shorter gamma cycles (i.e. higher gamma 648

frequency) and overall stronger gamma power (measured 649

here; Peter et al., 2020; Brunet et al., 2014), and the 650

increasing gamma locking of inhibitory neurons (Brunet 651

et al., 2014). At the same time, these stronger and more 652

synchronized bouts of Ilocal spiking would enhance the 653

impact of Ilocal neurons onto Eweak neurons. Additionally, 654

the inhibition of Eweak neurons would be further enhanced 655

by the strengthened Ilocal-to-Eweak synapses. The strong 656

bouts of Ilocal spiking might in principle also enhance the 657

Ilocal feedback inhibition onto Estrong neurons. However, 658

this effect might be balanced by the weakened Ilocal-to- 659

Estrong synapses. In sum, this could lead to maintained 660
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firing of Estrong together with reduced firing of Eweak661

neurons, and thereby explain overall reduced firing rates662

and implement a winner-take-all mechanism that sharpens663

the population firing rate representation (de Almeida et al.,664

2009; Homann et al., 2017; Lim et al., 2015).665

Beyond these local effects, the overall increase in gamma666

strength and the stronger focusing of Estrong spiking667

during the early gamma cycle would likely enhance the668

impact of the local Estrong neurons onto their postsynaptic669

target neurons in other areas (Salinas and Sejnowski,670

2000). This is consistent with the observed repetition-671

related enhancement of V1-V4 gamma coherence (Brunet672

et al., 2014) and of feedforward gamma GC (this study).673

Thereby, the sharpened neuronal population response674

might be communicated more efficiently. Increased675

synchronization would compensate for overall lower firing676

rates, thereby allowing the visual system to keep or677

improve behavioral performance with less neuronal activity678

(Gotts et al., 2012). Such changes should be specific to679

the activated cell assembly, extend over time and be robust680

to deadaptation, as shown in this study.681
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Methods682

Participants683

Participants were recruited from the general public until684

30 had successfully completed the experiment. Twenty685

of the 30 participants were male. As they were recruited686

via general job advertisements, most of them had not687

participated in other neuroscientific experiments before.688

They were of an average age of 22 years (range: 19-689

28 years), had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were690

free of metal implants, did not use medication during691

the study period except for contraceptives, and had692

never been diagnosed with any neurological or psychiatric693

disorders. All participants gave written informed consent.694

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the695

medical faculty of the Goethe University Frankfurt.696

Paradigm697

Subjects were positioned in a dimly lit magnetically698

shielded room and undertook a simple change detection699

task. Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a screen700

53 cm away from their eyes using a Propixx projector701

(Resolution: 960*520 px, 1440 Hz refresh rate). Eye702

position and pupil size were measured with an infrared703

eye tracker (EyeLink 1000). Once the subject fixated a704

central fixation spot for 0.45 s, the trial was initiated. It705

consisted of a 1 s baseline interval with a grey screen,706

0.3-2 s (randomized, Cauchy-distributed with x0 = 1.65 s,707

FWHM = 0.2 s) of visual stimulation, followed by a to-be-708

detected change.709

The stimulus was a centrally presented square wave710

grating with anti-aliasing (i.e. slightly rounded edges),711

with a diameter of 22.9 degrees of visual angle (dva),712

a spatial frequency of 4 cycles/dva, and one of the713

following orientations: 22.5 deg, 67.5 deg, 121.5 deg,714

175.5 deg. The change was a contrast reduction of the715

entire grating by 50%, which served as a cue to report716

the simultaneously applied rotation of the grating to the717

left or the right by 0.25-0.9 deg. The rationale for the718

combination of a salient contrast change with a threshold-719

level rotation was the following: The contrast change was720

perceived on each trial and cued the subjects to report721

the rotation, yet the rotation was titrated to maximize the722

sensitivity for detecting accuracy changes. Five percent723

of trials were change free catch trials. Subjects were724

instructed to speedily report the change-rotation direction725

using a button press with their index (for left rotations) or726

middle (for right rotations) finger. Presses were followed by727

the 0.5 s presentation of a smiley, which served as positive728

feedback irrespective of accuracy. This was followed by729

the presentation of the fixation point for the next trial, which730

was self-initiated within 0.5-4 s, when the subject attained731

fixation.732

For each subject, a total of 600 trials were recorded,733

composed of 5 blocks of 120 trials. Blocks were labeled734

A, B, C, D, A2, with the letters randomly assigned735

(per participant) to one of the four orientations, and736

A2 constituting a repetition of block A. Note that trials 737

proceeded seamlessly across block boundaries, i.e. there 738

was no break, change or instruction of any kind between 739

blocks, and subjects were instructed to disregard stimulus 740

orientation. The whole experiment lasted 45 minutes on 741

average, giving a time interval of approximately 27 minutes 742

between the end of block A and the beginning of block A2. 743

Before the experiment, subjects were trained on the task 744

using white-noise disks instead of the grating stimulus. 745

MEG recording 746

Data were recorded using an MEG system (CTF Systems) 747

comprising 275 axial gradiometers, low-pass filtered 748

(300 Hz) and digitized (1200 Hz). Subject head movement 749

was minimized using memory foam cushions and a chin 750

rest. Subjects were trained to repress eye blinks during 751

the baseline and stimulation period before the experiment 752

and were positioned to minimize the distance between 753

the occipital pole and the dewar helmet. Head position 754

was continuously monitored throughout the experiment. 755

Head drift >5 mm away from the initial head position was 756

considered excessive. Excessive head drift, falling asleep, 757

hardware malfunctions, or similar problems resulted in 758

immediate abortion of the recording session and exclusion 759

of the respective subject from the study. Any break or 760

interruption to fix those problems would have interfered 761

with the repetition protocol. In total, this exclusion applied 762

to 9 subjects, which were not counted towards the 30 763

subjects reported here. 764

Data analysis 765

Data were analyzed using custom Matlab, R, and Python 766

code and the Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and 767

Freesurfer (Fischl, 2012) toolboxes. Line noise was 768

removed using discrete Fourier transform filters. Data 769

were cut into epochs from −1 s to 2 s relative to stimulus 770

onset. Trials with stimulus changes before 1.3 s after 771

stimulus onset, trials with missing/early responses, and 772

catch trials were removed. Data segments containing 773

SQUID jumps, muscle artifacts, and blinks were labeled as 774

artifacts. Artifact-free parts of the respective epochs were 775

used for the analyses described below if they contained 776

data for the full respective analysis window lengths, which 777

was the case for 76% of trials. Data from the repetition 778

block A2 were only part of analyses investigating effects of 779

the repetition block. Microsaccades were detected using 780

the algorithm described in Engbert et al. (2002). Subject- 781

specific theta, alpha, beta, and gamma frequencies were 782

determined using 1/f-removal (by fitting and subtracting a 783

linear fit to the semilog power spectrum) and subsequent 784

fitting of Gaussians to the stimulus-induced power spectra 785

at the driven V1/V2 dipole (Haller et al., 2018). This 786

procedure found a subject-specific gamma peak for all 787

subjects. If no clear subject-specific theta/alpha/beta peak 788

could be found, a representative peak frequency of the 789

other subjects (theta: 6 Hz, alpha: 10 Hz, beta: 20 Hz) was 790

taken instead. 791
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Source localization792

Analyses at the subject-specific theta-, alpha-, beta-,793

and gamma-band peaks used source projection by794

means of Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS)795

beamformers (Gross et al., 2001). All other analyses796

used source projection by means of Linearly Constrained797

Minimum Variance (LCMV) beamformers (Van Veen et al.,798

1997). Both, the DICS and the LCMV beamformers,799

were computed without regularizing the covariance matrix800

(λ=0%) and estimated spatial filters for all vertices of both801

hemispheres of the 32k HCP-MMP1.0 atlas (Benson et al.,802

2018; Glasser et al., 2016a). This atlas was registered803

to subject-specific MRIs (T1: MPRAGE, 1 mm3) using804

Freesurfer and the Connectome Workbench (Glasser805

et al., 2016b). Area-specific analyses averaged their806

results (power, change coefficients, granger coefficients)807

over dipoles using the 180 parcels of this atlas. Event-808

related fields and time-frequency plots were computed809

for the participant-specific dipole showing the strongest810

stimulus-induced gamma power response as a functional811

localizer for visual areas, which fell into V1 or V2. We812

restricted between-area Granger causality analyses to813

areas within an MEG-based visual hierarchy (Michalareas814

et al., 2016).815

Spectral and ERF analyses816

Power over all frequencies was computed for 1 s baseline817

(−1 s to stimulus onset, power averaged within blocks)818

and stimulus (0.3 s to 1.3 s post-stimulus onset) data819

periods, which were cut into 50% overlapping windows820

(500 ms window length <=20 Hz, 333 ms window length821

>20 Hz), demeaned and detrended, then Hann-tapered822

for frequencies 2-20 Hz and Slepian window multitapered823

(using three tapers for ±3 Hz smoothing) for frequencies824

>20 Hz. On the source level, we fit per-repetition band825

power with two regression lines: one line from trial 1-10,826

and a separate line from trial 11-120.827

To compute event-related fields (ERFs), source-localized828

time courses from −0.2 s to 0.6 s relative to stimulus onset829

were low-pass filtered using an acausal Gaussian filter830

kernel (−6 dB at 80 Hz), baselined, and averaged.831

Granger-spectral analyses832

As MEG source-localized Granger causality is too noisy833

to be determined on a single-trial basis, we pooled trials834

11-50 of blocks A-D as early repetitions and trials 81-835

120 of blocks A-D as late repetitions. Trials 1-10 were836

not included, as they contained the sharply decreasing837

gamma power at the beginning of each block.838

To determine between-area Granger causality, sensor-839

level data from 0.4 s to 2 s post-stimulus onset were840

segmented into 50% overlapping 500 ms windows. Each841

window was detrended by subtracting a Hann-taper-842

weighted regression fit, and subsequently Hann-tapered,843

zero-padded to 1 s length, and Fourier transformed. The844

resulting complex Fourier spectra were multiplied with the845

LCMV filters to transform them into source space, where 846

we used them to define between-dipole cross-spectral 847

densities (CSDs). Bivariate granger spectra between 848

dipoles were then computed using non-parametric spectral 849

matrix factorization (NPSF) of the CSD matrices (Dhamala 850

et al., 2008) and averaged over all dipoles belonging to an 851

atlas parcel pair. 852

We tested for differences between early and late GC 853

spectra using cluster-based nonparametric significance 854

testing over frequencies (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). 855

This was done separately for each between-area pair and 856

for each direction (feedforward and feedback). To define 857

area-pair connections as feedforward or feedback, we 858

referred to an MEG-based definition of the human visual 859

hierarchy (Michalareas et al., 2016). 860

We analyzed which area pairs showed changes in GC 861

values between early and late trials: We compared GC 862

values between early and late trials, across subjects, 863

using a non-parametric permutation test with tmax-based 864

correction for the multiple comparisons across area pairs. 865

To test whether any results could be due to changes in 866

signal-to-noise ratio or to between-area power differences, 867

we performed two control analyses: 1) We repeated 868

this analysis after time-reversing the sensor-level data. 869

We only report effects that were significant in both time 870

directions and flipped their change directionality with time- 871

reversal (Haufe et al., 2012). 2) We fit a regression of the 872

gamma power changes in both areas of each area pair 873

onto the area pair changes in GC and tested the residuals 874

against zero using a t-test and a bootstrapped confidence 875

interval. 876

Pupil size analyses 877

As mentioned above, data segments containing blink 878

artifacts were excluded from the analysis. Pupil size 879

data were then z-scored within each subject, the average 880

over the last 300 ms before stimulus onset was subtracted 881

per trial, and outlier values were identified as values 882

more than 1.5 MAD (median average deviation) away 883

from a 250 ms running median and replaced by linear 884

interpolation. When pupil sizes of both eyes could be 885

recorded in a subject, they were averaged before further 886

analysis. As pupil size was still adapting to the bright 887

light of the projector over the first block of the experiment 888

(Figure S4), pupil size data from the first block and its 889

repetition block were removed from all analyses. Pupil 890

constriction was defined as the difference between mean 891

pupil size during the 300 ms per-trial baseline and mean 892

pupil size from 0.5 s to 1.2 s post-stimulus. 893

Statistical analysis 894

Alpha was set to α = 0.05, multiple comparison control 895

was implemented using tmax correction (Blair et al., 896

1994) unless otherwise noted. For all plots showing 897

quantities developing over trial numbers, the mean and 898

95% bootstrap confidence interval lines were computed 899
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using a five-trial-wide running average. We performed900

several hierarchical linear regression analyses, in which901

the dependent variable was either per-trial gamma power,902

ERF magnitude, or other per-trial measures, in which the903

independent variables were repetition number, overall trial904

number, the membership of a trial in the repetition block905

(categorical variable), pre-trial intertrial interval length,906

microsaccade rate, pupil constriction, the membership of907

a trial in the first ten trials of a block (categorical variable),908

and in which random intercepts were fit for subject identity909

and stimulus orientation:910

γtrial,subject = β0 + Subject0 + Orientation0+
β1 ∗ repetition numbertrial + β2 ∗ trial numbertrial+

β3 ∗ repetition blocktrial +β4 ∗ ITItrial+
β5 ∗ microsaccade ratetrial +β6 ∗ pupil constrictiontrial+

β7 ∗ early repetitiontrial

We were interested in the effect of repetition number and911

included the other parameters as covariates. This model912

was separately fitted to the per-trial stimulus-induced913

gamma power, the per-trial ERF component magnitudes914

(C1 and C2, see Results text for definition), as well as915

to other reported outcomes of interest using the restricted916

maximum likelihood approach implemented in lme4 (Bates917

et al., 2015). Where necessary, this model was adapted:918

When setting one of the covariates as the dependent919

variable (as done for pupil constriction and microsaccade920

rate), it was removed from the independent variables.921

For pupil constriction, the repetition block parameter was922

removed, as the first block was also removed from923

the pupil size data (see above). Reported p-values924

were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for925

degrees of freedom. Parameter confidence intervals were926

estimated using bootstrapping. Because the Satterthwaite927

approximation can be anticonservative (Luke, 2017), we928

only considered an effect as significant (and reported929

its p-value) if both the Satterthwaite-based p-values930

were significant and the bootstrap-based 95% confidence931

intervals did not include zero.932

We investigated, whether changes in gamma power were933

correlated across subjects to changes in other parameters,934

namely ERF size, pupil constriction, reaction time, and935

accuracy. Per subject, we fitted linear regressions936

using the same independent variables (except subject937

and orientation) as listed for the above linear-mixed938

model and using as dependent variable either gamma939

power, ERF size, pupil constriction, reaction times, or940

accuracy. Subsequently, the regression coefficients for the941

independent variable repetition number were correlated942

(Spearman’s rank correlation) between gamma power and943

the other parameters. Because gamma power decreased944

across the first ten stimulus repetitions and increased945

across later trials, this was done separately for trials 1-10946

and trials 11-120.947

Data availability 948

Per-trial data and code for statistical analyses have been 949

uploaded and are available at https://doi.org/10. 950

5281/zenodo.4588737. 951
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